background: Hysteroscopy is known as the most accurate test for diagnosing intrauterine pathology. To optimize fertility treatment, it is increasingly common to perform hysteroscopy as a routine procedure prior to IVF. However, literature on the reproducibility of screening hysteroscopy is lacking. Therefore, the aim of the study was to assess the intra-and inter-observer agreement in the individual evaluation of the uterine cavity using video recordings of hysteroscopy procedures in asymptomatic patients prior to IVF.
Introduction
Evaluation of the uterine cavity is a basic step in the investigation of infertile women (Collins and Crosignani, 1992; Van Voorhis, 2008) . Both the condition of the endometrium as well as the uterine cavity are thought to be important factors in determining receptivity for embryo implantation (Margalioth et al., 2006; Taylor and Gomel, 2008) . It has been suggested that unsuspected intrauterine abnormalities may negatively affect the uterine environment and thereby the likelihood of achieving an ongoing pregnancy (Rogers et al., 1986) . Hence, it is recommended to diagnose and treat these abnormalities, in order to optimize the uterine conditions and subsequent IVF success rates. Still, high-quality evidence of a beneficial effect is lacking (Oliveira et al., 2003; Demirol and Gurgan, 2004; Doldi et al., 2005; Rama Raju et al., 2006) .
Transvaginal ultrasonography (TVS) is the standard method applied to screen for possible endometrium or uterine cavity abnormalities in the work up of infertility patients. When indicated, this evaluation of the uterine cavity lining can be expanded with saline/gel infusion sonography, hysterosalpingography or hysteroscopy (Nederlandse Vereniging voor Obstetrie en Gynaecologie, clinical guideline, 2004) . Hysteroscopy is known as the gold standard procedure for uterine cavity assessment. It enables diagnosis and treatment of intrauterine pathology in the same, outpatient setting. Hysteroscopy is quick, safe and well-tolerated (Bettocchi et al., 2004) . Therefore, it has become an excellent tool for the diagnostic and therapeutic infertility work-up. It has been frequently advised to perform hysteroscopy as a routine procedure prior to IVF/ICSI treatment (La Sala et al., 1998; Demirol and Gurgan, 2004; Hinckley and Milki, 2004; Doldi et al., 2005; Rama Raju et al., 2006) .
Compared with histopathology or hysterectomy findings, hysteroscopy is regarded as very accurate for diagnosing intrauterine abnormalities (Widrich et al., 1996; Fabres et al., 1998; Ceci et al., 2002; Dueholm et al., 2002a,b; Karageyim Karsidag et al., 2010) . Nevertheless, the reported prevalence of minor intrauterine abnormalities detected by hysteroscopy prior to IVF/ICSI differs considerably between studies applying a comparable set up (prevalence 11-40%) (La Sala et al., 1998; Demirol and Gurgan, 2004; Hinckley and Milki, 2004; Doldi et al., 2005; Rama Raju et al., 2006; Fatemi et al., 2010) . This inconsistency may be related to the validity of the hysteroscopic examination in diagnosing abnormalities that have not been identified at TVS, where both accuracy and reproducibility play a role. To the best of our knowledge, so far only a single study has reported on the reproducibility of diagnosing intrauterine abnormalities through hysteroscopy by different gynecologists. In patients who underwent hysterectomy for symptomatic benign uterine diseases, two observers were compared in assessing the uterine cavity (Dueholm et al., 2002a,b) . Interobserver agreement for the exclusion of uterine abnormalities by video-recorded hysteroscopies was found to be substantial (k ¼ 0.63), yet only moderate for diagnosing polyps (k ¼ 0.50).
So far, the reproducibility of hysteroscopy screening prior to IVF/ ICSI has not been studied and the question can be posed, whether the variation in the observed prevalence of intrauterine abnormalities in asymptomatic infertile patients is caused by observer bias. The aim of the current study was to clarify the reproducibility of screening office hysteroscopy. For that reason, the intra-and inter-observer agreement for diagnosing intrauterine abnormalities was calculated, making use of video recordings of hysteroscopy procedures performed in asymptomatic IVF patients.
Materials and Methods
Hysteroscopy recordings were obtained in the context of a trial on the 'Treatment Efficacy of unsuspected uterine Abnormalities' on subsequent IVF treatment (TEA-trial, register number: NCT00830401) (Fatemi et al., 2010) . For this purpose, 678 office hysteroscopies were performed in a group of asymptomatic infertile patients, indicated for IVF/ICSI treatment at the University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU) and the Academic Hospital at the Dutch-speaking, Free University of Brussels (AZ-VUB). The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the two participating centers and written informed consent was obtained.
Hysteroscopy recordings
Hysteroscopy procedures were scheduled in the early-mid follicular phase of a cycle (Day 3 -15), 1 -3 months before starting the IVF/ICSI treatment. From February to October 2008, all hysteroscopy examinations, performed under the supervision of one gynecologist at the UMCU, were recorded on DVD. These office hysteroscopies were carried out in a standardized manner, using a 5-mm outer-diameter continuous flow Bettocchi hysteroscope with 308 direction of view (Karl Storz Endoscopy, Stö pler medical instruments, Utrecht, The Netherlands). Normal sterile, isotonic saline solution was used for distension of the uterine cavity. Hysteroscopy recordings were deleted if patient identification was missing, or only part of the standard procedure was captured. The remaining recordings were edited in such a way that every recording started at the entrance into the uterine cavity and ended just before leaving the outer ostium of the cervix. This resulted in a total of 118 recordings, which-on average-lasted 5 min. The recordings were written on a total number of 13 DVDs, each with a total recording time between 22 and 54 min. All recordings were made anonymous by replacing the patient identification with a serial number.
Observers
The DVDs were distributed among four gynecologists-all senior investigators in four different hospitals. Their years of clinical experience in endoscopy ranged from 5 to 19 years, with an average of 13. The observers independently evaluated all 13 DVDs. One of the four observers was the gynecologist who also performed the real-time hysteroscopy. The time period between the real-time hysteroscopy and the evaluation of the DVD recordings was at least 2 months. During the evaluation of the recorded hysteroscopies, all four observers were informed about the study design, though blinded for the medical history of the patients.
Evaluation
Primary evaluation of the DVD recordings as well as the real-time hysteroscopy was conducted using a scoring form. This standardized form contained questions about the quality of the recording and the appearance of the uterine cavity. The uterine cavity was assessed on its shape (normal, arcuate or septate) and the presence or absence of predefined abnormalities (endometrial polyps, myomas, adhesions and septa). Records that were scored to be of too poor quality by one of the observers were not further used for statistical analysis.
Five months after the initial evaluation, a meeting between the four observers was organized. The purpose of this meeting was to clarify the cause of possible differences in their judgments and to assess the impact of discussion on observer agreement. Therefore, the records with the highest observer variance were selected. During the meeting, each of the selected recordings was assessed twice: once before and once after discussion on the presence and relevance of observed abnormalities. A scoring form was used, similar to the form administered during the initial evaluation, added with questions about the reason for altering opinions, if applicable.
Statistical analysis
For assessment of the intraobserver agreement, the findings of the performing gynecologist at real-time hysteroscopy were compared with his assessment of the hysteroscopy recordings. Interobserver agreement was calculated, making use of the assessment of solely the hysteroscopy recordings by the three other gynecologists. Intra-and inter-observer agreement was expressed in a k coefficient. k is a measure of agreement above or below what is expected to be the agreement by chance [k ¼ (observed agreement -agreement by chance)/(1 -agreement by chance)]. A k value of ,0.20 represents slight agreement, a value between 0.21 and 0.40 fair agreement, a value between 0.41 and 0.60 moderate agreement, a value between 0.61 and 0.80 substantial agreement and a value of 0.81-1.00 indicates almost perfect agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977) . The equivalent of the overall weighted k, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was applied to calculate the mean k values (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) .
To ensure that observer agreement would not be influenced by the quality of a record, a linear mixed model was used. The estimated variance of the recordings of the highest quality was compared with the estimated variance of the recordings of the lowest quality, making use of the z-test. A higher estimated variance was associated with a higher ICC and therefore higher observer agreement. A P-value of ,0.05 was considered statistically significant.
The same method was used to analyze whether observer agreement was affected by the day of menstrual cycle (CD) on which the hysteroscopy was performed.
Furthermore, linear mixed models were also used to assess whether the observer agreement, expressed as ICC, would significantly differ between the primary and secondary evaluations, before and after discussion at the expert evaluation meeting. For that reason, comparisons were made between linear mixed models with and without evaluation occasion specified as random effects parameter, using a likelihood ratio test.
All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 15.1 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Results
In total, 678 asymptomatic, infertile women were included in the TEAtrial and scheduled for office hysteroscopy. From February to October 2008, 123 hysteroscopy examinations were performed by one gynecologist at the UMCU, and therefore recorded. No significant differences were found between the groups with and without hysteroscopy recording, regarding female age, duration of infertility, BMI, total motile sperm count, fertility cause, primary/secondary infertility or race. After editing, 118 hysteroscopy recordings remained. Of those, 11 were scored to be of poor quality, resulting in a total of 107 hysteroscopy recordings that was used for the observer agreement analysis (Table I) .
Primary evaluation
The intra-and inter-observer agreement was calculated for evaluation of the uterine cavity to be with or without abnormalities (abnormal versus normal) and for the presence or absence of each of the predefined abnormalities (endometrial polyps, myomas, adhesions and septa) separately.
At real-time hysteroscopy, 12% of the patients was diagnosed to have one or more predefined intrauterine abnormalities (Table II) . Most frequently it concerned endometrial polyps (11%). Also, in one case, a septate uterus was detected. In two cases, more than one abnormality was observed: a septate uterus in combination with a polyp, and a submucous myoma in combination with a polyp. In the recording sample, the prevalence of abnormalities was identical, compared with the overall sample of 678 cases.
The intraobserver agreement of the one hysteroscopy performer for the assessment of a normal versus abnormal uterine cavity was substantial (Table III) . The k value was 0.71 and perfect agreement was found in 93.5% of the cases. For diagnosing each of the predefined abnormalities separately (polyps, myoma, adhesions and septa), k values were 0.68, 0.66, 20.01 and 1.00, respectively (Table III) . These findings indicate a substantial agreement for polyps, as only this abnormality had a sufficient prevalence to have a meaningful k value calculated.
The interobserver agreement between three gynecologists for the assessment of the cavity to be normal or abnormal was found to be moderate, with an ICC (as equivalent of the overall k) of 0.49 (Table III) . Perfect agreement on this issue occurred in 82.2% between Obs2 and Obs3, in 75.7% between observer Obs3 and Obs4, and in 74.8% between Obs4 and Obs2 (Table IV) .
The reproducibility of the detection of each of the predefined abnormalities separately was best for diagnosing polyps and septa. The ICCs (as equivalent of the mean k) were 0.51 [95% confidence interval (CI): 0.40 -0.62] and 0.48 (95% CI: 0.36 -0.58), respectively (Table III) . Interobserver agreement for diagnosing myoma, expressed in an ICC, was 0.28 (95% CI: 0.12-0.40). The poorest agreement was found for the detection of adhesions (ICC: 0.02, 95% CI: 20.12 -0.10). Due to the low prevalence of myoma, adhesions and septa, these results mainly designate a moderate agreement for the detection of polyps. In two cases more than one abnormality was detected.
For evaluation of the uterine cavity to be normal or abnormal and for diagnosing polyps, the observer agreement, based on the recordings of optimal quality did not (significantly) improve the ICC (P-value: 0.9 and 0.8, respectively). Hence, the observer agreement did not seem to be influenced by the quality of the hysteroscopy recordings.
Due to the low prevalence of myoma, adhesions and septa, ordinary statistics could only execute this analysis for the other two variables.
All recorded hysteroscopy procedures were performed between Day 4 and 11 of the menstrual cycle, most on CD 7. To analyze the effect of CD on observer agreement, the recordings of the hysteroscopies performed on CD ≤6 were compared with those performed on CD .6. Again, this could solely be computed for the appearance of all abnormalities together and for diagnosing polyps. For both findings, the ICC did not significantly differ between recordings performed up till or after CD 6 (P-value: 0.9 and 1.0, respectively).
Secondary evaluation
The 16 recordings with the highest observer disagreement were selected for re-evaluation. As expected, the revision of the recordings resulted in low k values for observer agreement before interaction between the four observers ( Fig. 1) . As a result of the subsequent discussion, the initial judgment of an observer changed in 33% of all cases. In 95% of cases, the observer declared to be convinced by the arguments/instructions of the other observers as the reason for altering opinions. Only once an observer changed because he had not noticed the particular abnormality during the primary evaluation. Consequently, significantly more consensuses were obtained in the evaluation of the cavity to be normal or abnormal and the presence or absence of polyps and adhesions. The ICC increased from 0.074, 0.296 and 0.356 to 0.399, 0.643 and 0.580, respectively (Fig. 1) . The observer agreement in diagnosing myomas was not affected by the dialog between the observers. The effect on detecting septa could not be analyzed by ordinary statistics, due to its low prevalence. The discrepancy between the perfect agreement and mean k value is caused by the low prevalence of these abnormalities (Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990) .
c Impossible to compute with ordinary statistics, as also used by SPSS version 15.1.
Discussion
The present prospective study demonstrates that the reproducibility of office hysteroscopy for diagnosing unsuspected intrauterine abnormalities in an asymptomatic infertile patient population is not satisfying. By making use of video-recorded hysteroscopies, the intraobserver agreement of the one hysteroscopy performer in the evaluation of the uterine cavity was found to be substantial. However, the interobserver agreement among three gynecologists, experienced with performing hysteroscopy, was shown to be only moderate. Subsequent discussion-after revision of the recordingsregarding the classification and significance of the observed findings generally improved the observer agreement. Observer variability is usually expressed in a k coefficient. The advantage of k statistics is the 'adjustment' for the agreement expected to occur by chance, yet the disadvantage is that k is influenced by prevalence (Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990) . This explains the discrepancy between the low k values and the percentage of perfect agreement for abnormalities with a low prevalence (myoma, adhesions and septa). Therefore, interpretation of the results of the present study should and will be limited to the intra-and interobserver agreement on the evaluation of the uterine cavity to be normal or abnormal and the detection of polyps. With that, one should also realize that the interpretation of k values is just based on the opinion of researchers and that objective criteria for such classification are absent (Landis and Koch, 1977) . Another study limitation is that the assessment of video recordings is subject to the skills of the primary hysteroscopy performer. However, the quality of the recordings seemed not to have influenced the level of agreement among the observers. Also, the number of observers could be considered as a disadvantage of the current study. This number was chosen because it has been shown that the use of more than three observers (or replicates) will hardly further improve the reliability of agreement studies using the k value (Giraudeau and Mary, 2001) . The blinding of the observers for the patient's additional medical history could also be interpreted as a disadvantage. Different aspects, for example age, could change the a priori chance of intrauterine abnormalities and could therefore influence the recognition of an abnormality by a physician. Although the period between the real-time hysteroscopy and evaluation of the recording was at least 2 months, the hysteroscopy performer could have remembered some of the patient characteristics. To prevent the interobserver agreement being biased by his knowledge, the scorings of the hysteroscopy performer were not used for the interobserver analysis. However, since the chance of remembering patient information while watching a hysteroscopy recording with an interval of 2 months is slight and due to its importance, the intra-observer analysis was also performed. The chosen study design is the only possible way to investigate the impact of observer bias on routine hysteroscopy prior to IVF/ ICSI. Nevertheless, the small sample size and other study limitations of the current study should be considered whilst interpreting the results.
The current study showed that, in asymptomatic patients, the interobserver agreement on the evaluation of the uterine cavity for abnormalities in general, or polyps, in particular, was only moderate (k values: 0.49 and 0.51, respectively) . In contrast to the current study, all reproducibility studies on uterine cavity evaluation so far investigated populations of symptomatic patients, or did not clearly describe the patient characteristics. For the interpretation of video recordings of TVS in women with abnormal uterine bleeding, the interobserver agreement was found to be substantial (mean k value: 0.75) (Emanuel et al., 1996) . In another symptomatic patient population, the k values expressing the intra-and inter-observer agreement for evaluating the uterine cavity by recorded saline contrast sonohysterographies were calculated to be 0.66 and 0.48, respectively (Beemsterboer et al., 2008) . For hysterosalpingograms (HSG) performed in infertile women, the observer variation for the assessment of the uterine status was disappointing, with a k value of 0.35 (Glatstein et al., 1997) . Although some studies have shown that these imaging techniques are nearly as accurate as hysteroscopy in the assessment of the uterine cavity integrity in infertility, one would expect a higher observer reproducibility for a diagnostic test that is known as a gold standard procedure (Narayan and Goswamy, 1993; Ayida et al., 1997; Fabres et al., 1998; Shalev et al., 2000) . This hypothesis could be confirmed for the three-dimensional ultrasound, which is postulated as a new gold standard (Puscheck and Cohen, 2008) . The reproducibility of this diagnostic test for diagnosing congenital malformations of the uterus, in women with an abnormal TVS, was found to be almost perfect, with a k coefficient of 0.97 (Salim et al., 2003) . Still, the one study that also investigated the reproducibility of hysteroscopy has demonstrated results comparable to the findings of the current study. In women, who underwent hysterectomy for benign diseases, video recorded pre-surgery hysteroscopy was evaluated by two separate investigators (Dueholm et al., 2002b) . The k values expressing the agreement for assessment of the uterine cavity to be normal/abnormal and for diagnosing polyps in this study were 0.63 and 0.50, respectively.
A low reproducibility, as observed in the present study on hysteroscopy screening in infertile women with normal ultrasound, does negatively affect the validity of this diagnostic test. The results of the (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973) . *For diagnosing the uterine cavity to be normal or abnormal, diagnosing polyps and adhesions, the interobserver agreement significantly increased through discussion (P , 0.01). Impossible to compute ICC for diagnosing septa with ordinary statistics, as also used by SPSS version 15.1. observer meeting implicate that the agreement between observers on hysteroscopy findings generally improved by discussion, yet always remained less than perfect. Polyps and septa appeared to be the most frequently discussed abnormalities. One observer detected polyps more often compared with the other observers, whereas another observer scored relatively more septa (Table IV) . Concerning polyps, the difference between a well-circumscribed polyp and irregular, bumpy endometrium was found to be unclear. Moreover, the difference between a septate uterus, which usually requires treatment, and an arcuate uterus, which is known as a variation of a normal uterine cavity, was repeatedly being discussed. Thorough debate between four experts could not resolve this observer disagreement, even for those alleged to be obvious, like septa.
Persistent observer disagreement may affect the number of unsuspected uterine cavity abnormalities detected at office hysteroscopy. Consequently, observer bias could be a plausible explanation for the difference in abnormality prevalence in IVF indicated patients, reported by studies with a comparable design. Since consensuses on the definition of abnormal hysteroscopy findings between experts are currently lacking, the relevance of these abnormalities regarding the chances for success in the subsequent IVF may be questioned. Screening hysteroscopy for detecting intrauterine abnormalities in an asymptomatic infertile patient population may be less useful than currently assumed.
Clearly defined standards for which hysteroscopy findings are seen as an abnormality, and possibly require intervention, are absent. Improvement of the observer agreement on the presence or absence of minor intrauterine abnormalities probably will be accomplished by developing these standards and implementing education. Therefore, one of the main priorities in future research should become the development of a guideline with exact definitions of what should be judged as an intrauterine abnormality. Hysteroscopyguided biopsies of polypous-like structures might clarify the definition of a polyp. Moreover, hysteroscopy features of a septate uterus might be compared with a HSG or three-dimensional ultrasound image to make its hysteroscopic diagnosis clear. Through such research, the exact difference between intrauterine pathology and physiological variations of a normal uterine cavity should become universal.
In conclusion, the interobserver agreement on assessment of the uterine cavity for abnormalities diagnosed by video-recorded hysteroscopies in asymptomatic infertile women was found to be moderate. This unsatisfying result might be an explanation for the variation in prevalence of subtle intrauterine pathology in existing literature on infertility patients. Moreover, it may have implications for the diagnostic validity of hysteroscopy and therefore the clinical significance of screening hysteroscopy in asymptomatic patients prior to IVF/ICSI.
